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کلمات این آزمون با

جزوه لغات اختصاصی آزمون زبان دکترا ()EPT , MSRT

برای کسب اطالعات بیشتر و دریافت جزوه واژگان اختصاصی تصویر زیر را اسکن کنید
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Films should have a beginning, a middle, and an end, but ………. in that order.
1) not necessarily being

2) do not necessarily

3) not necessarily

4) necessarily is not

Legend has it that ………. enlightenment while sitting under the Bodhi tree Bodhi tree
by the river Niranjana.

3.

1) attained the Buddha

2) the Buddha attained

3) attaining the Buddha

4) the Buddha that attained

Rainforest vines serve as a food source for the hungry caterpillar as it ………. into
butterfly.

4.

5.

1) metamorphoses

2) metamorphose that

3) has metamorphosed

4) does metamorphosed

With Alzheimer's disease, by the time ………. many neurons have died.
1) the manifestation of all the symptoms.

2) all the symptoms manifest

3) manifested all the symptoms

4) are all the symptoms manifest

Born in Tabriz, ………. received his elementary education under his father's
supervision.

6.

1) that the poet Shahriyar

2) Shahriyar was the poet

3) as the poet Shahriyar

4) the poet Shahriyar

One element of outside the box thinking is ………. previous assumptions.
1) to falsify

7.

8.

9.

2) falsified

3) for falsification

4) that falsified

Shahr-e-Sukhte was deemed ………. in June 2014.
1) a world heritage site and

2) of a World heritage site

3) a world heritage site

4) heritage a world site

In some people lactose remains in digestive tract and ………. the small intestine.
1) it is poorly absorbed by

2) by poorly it is absorbed

3) is poorly absorbed by it

4) It is absorbed by poorly

The tentacles of Porpita are in fact individual zooids, ………. is specialized for a
particular function.
1) each of them

2) each of which

3) each of whom

4) which each of
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Shinkansen and TGV ………. for which devoted high-speed lines were built from
scratch.

11.

12.

1) how were the first systems

2) were there the first systems

3) the first systems were

4) were the first systems

Hydropower may provide the foundation for more comprehensive frameworks ……….
1) of which issues encompass

2) have multiple issues encompass

3) that multiple issues encompass

4) encompassing multiple issues

France is the first State ………. to shut down fissile material production facilities for
nuclear weapons.
1) it decided

13.

14.

2) which it decided

3) which decided

4) in which decided

The British government has conceded ………. has been a disaster.
1) of the new tax policy

2) that the new tax policy

3) the new tax policy that

4) which the new tax policy

Chaharshanbe Suri ritual ………. back to at least 1700 B.C. and is linked to the
Zoroastrian religion.
1) dates

15.

2) If it dates

3) dated

4) that dates

Silver iodide, a yellow compound, is packed into a flare and ignited ………. storm
systems pass over the flare's location.
1) which

16.

2) whenever

3) meanwhile

4) With whom

Long-term recovery efforts in flooded provinces should include ………. damaged
infrastructure which is directly related to the production potential.
1) that restoration is

3) that restoration

3) to restore

4) restoring

17.

Shoals offish such as tuna, can gathered only in the absence of predatory sharks.

18.

Proto-Iranian tribes inhabiting most of the Iranian Plateau and created the very fast
specimens of pottery art around 4,000 years ago.

19.

The fact that America has the guns in the world is at the center of why the US's civilian gun
death rate is nearly four times it of Switzerland.

20.

Academics maintain that nanotechnology, the manipulation of matter on a molecular and
sub-molecular scale, has enjoyed the highest rate of progress in the category of science
material during the past decade.
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Painting is usually believed to have five, elements: color, tonal, line, shape, space and
texture.

22.

The relief fund was Started by the government to assisting university graduates pay back
their Student loans.

23.

Anthropologists have encountered similarities between the Hood myths of distant cultures
either in the characters of the story and in the way the events unfold.

24.

Ornithologists usually classify birds by assigning them to groups segregated based on their
intelligent, the color of their plumage, and the shape of their bills.

25.

In probability theory and statistic, the variables contained in a subset of a collection can
have either a marginally or restrictive distribution.

26.

In the late 13th century the first Iranian parliament was approved the Persian constitution
which was adapted from that of Belgium.

27.

What enables giraffes to consume massive amounts of leaves is their capable to process
fiber through their digestive tract in a matter of hours.

28.

We are inhabited by as many of ten thousand bacterial species outnumbering those which
we consider our own by ten to one, and weighing about three pounds-the same as our brain.

29.

In 1356, Mojtaba Minovi's family donated his 20000-volumes library to the Iranian
government.

30.

One rule of thumb for players of the barbat, a Persian Musical instrument, are that they
should support the weight with the thigh and right arm so that the left hand is free to move
around the fingerboard.

سواالت گرامر آزمون  MSRTبهمن ۸
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پاسخنامه کلیدی
پاسخ شماره سوال پاسخ شماره سوال
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